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On The Run
Selah Sue

Selah Sue      On The Run

(capo 3RD fret)

Intro: 
AM/DM/D

    AM
The more you tired
    AM                         EM
The more you are became less inside
    AM
The more it changed
    AM                         EM
The more you lost your place of mind
    AM                             
girl I know what it s like to feel this way
    AM             EM
girl, I do understand
    AM             EM
It wasn t all that easy, yeah.

  EM
You better watch out my friend
      AM                             DM
You re on the run but it never comes easy
  EM
It could happen again.
      AM                             DM
You re on the run, but never comes easy
  EM
You better get out my friend

      AM                             DM
You re on the run but it never comes easy

AM
yeah ooh

    AM
The more you cried
    AM                          EM
The more you re became restless inside
     AM



The more it changed
     Am                         EM
The more your eyes stayed open at night girl
     AM
I know what it s like to lose your way
     AM
Girl I do understand
     EM
It wasn t all that easy, yeah

     AM
But then your mom said   Enough  
     AM                   C
But it s hard to stay yourself
     AM
And then it s hard to put yourself back on track
    C
You need some help.
     AM                  C
Find yourself, it s on the way
    C
Yeah,yeah,yeah,yeah
    AM                EM
But it s never easy, yeah.

 EM
You better watch out my friend
      AM                             DM
You re on the run but it never comes easy
  EM
It could happen again.
      AM                             DM
You re on the run, but never comes easy
  EM
You better get out my friend

      AM                             DM
You re on the run but it never comes easy

EM
You better watch out my friend
      AM                             DM
You re on the run but it never comes easy
  EM
It could happen again.
      AM                             DM
You re on the run, but never comes easy
  EM
You better get out my friend



      AM                             DM
You re on the run but it never comes easy

AM
yeah ooh


